
Digital Culture

Today’s students are navigating a digital

culture that is rapidly producing new forms

of social interaction— resulting in new

values and often unclear social norms.

Our participation in the digital culture is

mediated by digital technology, which has

brought unprecedented advances in global

communication, but also profound new

challenges that are lessening trust,

democratic stability, and social cooperation

(United Nations, 2019).

Consequently, to overcome today’s

challenges we need to advocate for pro-

social norms that enhance the social

contract between academia, workers,

companies, and governments.

Facebook entered our lives with great promise, but now the

whole project turned extractive and adversarial. It’s no longer

about connection, but about exploiting personal information

for profit. That’s what leads to amplification of extremism

and all the rest. So, let’s go back to the original promise and

do it right. The boundaries between the virtual and real

worlds have melted, and therefore the laws and rights that

protect us must govern both.

75% of Canadians spend

at least 3-4 hours online

every day, and 15 per cent

are spending more than

eight hours online per

day (Canadian

Internet Registration

Authority, 2020).

of all internet traffic

flows through either a

Google or Facebook

server Thus, platform

companies must be

interrogated, better

understood and, indeed,

governed (Owen, 2019).

REASON 2   I   OUR INFORMATION EXPERTS

How do we prepare students for the jobs of a

post-industrial society? What does it mean to

be literate in the 21st century? These questions

demand our focused attention, as the jobs of

the future will heavily utilize digital platforms.

Although all educators have the responsibility

to address digital citizenship, MHC Instruction

Librarians are specially equipped to integrate

digital citizenship as a fundamental part of

information literacy, which stresses the mastery

not only of technical skills but critical thought.

REASON 1   I   OUR STUDENTS

At MHC, 80% of the student body is between

18 and 34 years old ("MHC Quick Facts", 2019).

While we could call them “Digital Natives,” the

label obscures students’ need for support in

developing digital citizenship skills. New

research shows that the capacity to navigate

the digital world doesn’t mean digital natives

have the skills to thrive in it (Canada Learning

Code, 2020). Thus, it is a mistake to assume

that the group’s use of tech translates into

technical savvy.

REASON 3  I  OUR MANDATE

MHC's Strategic Plan 2020-2030 states in Goal

2 that it will endeavour to " prepare learners for

success in college, in the workforce, and in life"

(p.17). New research indicates that educators

should stop considering students to have two

separate lives:a relatively digitally unplugged life

at school and a digitally saturated life away

from school. Rather, instructors must consider

students’ digital and non-digital existences two

sides of a single citizenship (Ohler, 2010). 
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- Shoshana Zuboff, Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School.

 “

Digital Citizenship

In the 21st century, we can create a new

social contract by critically examining the

concept of “digital citizenship” which

embodies “the right to have rights” in a

digital infrastructure and explores our

ethical participation in online communities.

"Digital Citizenship" asks us to consider

how we can transfer the idea of

citizenship from “face-to-face behaviours”

to “screen-to-screen behaviours” with the

aim of supporting democracy and social

cohesion in Canada (Fairbrother, 2014).

Data Commodification

Digital technologies are increasingly

facilitating the massive gathering, use, and

monetization of personal data. Students

must evaluate their role as data producers

and data owners who have rights, as they

are increasingly subject to data processing

and data-based categorization (Hintz, 2020).

According to Owen (2019), "Data rights

empower citizens to think critically about

their data as a valuable asset in the post-

industrial economy” (p.13). With that in mind,

students and educators should explore

crucial questions: who controls data, to what

end, and how do we balance the public need

to share valuable data with fundamental

privacy rights? (Geist, 2020).

 “
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What are

the behavioural goals

of a good digital

citizen?

The question

emphasizes purposeful

connections to our

digital ecosystems.

Is data more like oil or

sunlight? The question

highlights the different

contexts of data.

(The Economist, 2020).

How should we as

citizens engage

responsibly in digital

communities?

How do we balance the

public need to share

data with fundamental

privacy rights? COVID-19

has shown the need to

share our data for the

"public good", but where

do we draw the line for

companies?
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Should we consider students to have two

separate lives—a relatively digitally

unplugged life at school and a digitally

saturated life away from school—or should

we consider them to have one life that

integrates their lives as students and digital

citizens?

"

– Jason Ohler, Professor Emeritus, Simon Fraser University.
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New eBook!

Digital Citizenship, Vol. 1:Misinformation & Data

Commodification in the Twenty-First Century

(2021) includes easily digestible chapters and

interactive elements that reinforce knowledge

acquisition. It is a major contribution to Open

Educational Resources (OER) in the field of

Public Interest Technology (PIT).

AVAILABLE NOW ON PRESSBOOKS.COM

Classes on-demand

Online or face-to-face, Medicine Hat Librarians

will deliver classes that will educate students on

how to counter disinformation and fake news,

and take issue with how social media

companies commodify their data.

CONTACT US AT REFERENCE@MHC.AB.CA
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